GWZO Colloquium: Comparative and Transregional Research on Eastern Europe

Winter Semester 2023/24

Tuesdays, 11:15 a.m.-12:45 p.m., dates below
Place: GWZO conference room (4th floor)

The colloquium provides an opportunity to discuss ongoing research on Eastern Europe from a variety of disciplines in the humanities and social sciences. Participants present outlines and chapters from their dissertations, postdoctoral and publications projects as well as drafts of funding applications. In addition, we invite our guest scholars to introduce their work. We warmly welcome everybody who wants to join our discussions. Active participation is mandatory for PhD researchers at the GWZO and very much appreciated by the entire GWZO academic staff and guests.

The colloquium is led and organized by Martin Bauch and Katja Castryck. If you are interested in participating in the Colloquium the next semester, please contact us at: martin.bauch@leibniz-gwzo.de or katja.castryck@leibniz-gwzo.de

Di/Tu, 17 October/October 2023

Karina Khasnulina (U Leipzig):
Sovinform in China: Political Communication and Information Flows in the Early Cold War
Comment: Uwe Müller (GWZO)

Mi/Wed, 1 November 2023:

Bojana Radovanovic (U Vienna/GWZO):
At the Fringes and on the Margins. Liminal Religiosity in the Medieval Balkans
Comment: Martin Bauch (GWZO)

Di/Tu, 7 November:

Lilit Mnatsakanyan (PPKE Budapest/GWZO):
Constructive Relativities: Deconstructing the Idea of East/ern Europe in Armenian Minds’
Comment: Jürgen Heyde (GWZO)
Di/Tu, 14 NOVEMBER 2023:

Anne Kluger (U Halle):
*Esoteric Images of Eastern Europe. The Origins and Impact of Theosophical and Anthroposophical Concepts of Eastern Europe and its People in the late 19th and early 20th century*
Comment: Julia Herzberg (GWZO)

Di/Tu, 28 NOVEMBER 2023

Ilona Dauw (UCLouvain/GWZO):
*Another Enemy. The Great Influenza Pandemic through Belgium and Poland (1918-1920)*
Commentar: Katja Castryck (GWZO)

Di/Tu, 5 DEZEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

Timm Schönfelder (GWZO):
*Venatic Trajectories. Hunting, Property, and Participation in East-Central Europe at the Fin de Siècle*
Comment: Maike Schmidt (U Leipzig)

Di/Tu, 19 DEZEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

Maria Knyazeva (U Leipzig/GWZO):
*Medien bauen Brücken: Eine Analyse der Entwicklung und der Berichterstattung zu Integrationsthemen in russischsprachigen Printmedien in Deutschland (1990-2020)*
Comment: Niklas Venema (U Leipzig)

Di/Tu, 16 JANUAR/JANUARY 2024

Simon Godard (Grenoble-GWZO):
*Another kind of Entanglement. Gender, Economic Knowledge and Factory Workers, from Weimar Germany to the GDR (1920s-1970s)*
Comment: Corinne Geering (GWZO)

Di/Tu 30 JANUARY/JANUARY 2024

Alexandra Ghit (Budapest-Vienna/ Leipzig):
*Cultures of Left (and Radical Left) Women in Romania in Transnational Context (1900-1960)*
Comment: Maren Röger (GWZO)